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236. In the case when there are two intermediary integrals
we may apply an important proposition (now to be proved) which
will considerably shorten the further labour of deriving this final
integral. This proposition may be enunciated as follows :
When we have obtained two intermediary integrals of the form
ui =/Oi) and ^2 = 0 00,
and we consider them as simultaneous equations to determine p and
q as functions of a, y, and z, the values of p and q given by these
equations will lie such as to render
 $•
 
integrable.
Assuming this proposition established we have therefore merely
to solve the two intermediary integrals as simultaneous equations
in p and q ; to substitute the values of p and q thence derived in
and integrate.    The result will be the final integral.
237. We now proceed to establish the proposition enunciated
above. Let jF=0 and <I> = 0 respectively denote these integrals,
so that .F = ^1-/(v1), * = ^— /(^a), and first let jP = 0 be a
solution of the equation
Rr + 8s + Tt + U (rt - s2) = V.
We have only the single equation F= 0, which is not sufficient
to enable us to express r, s and t each as functions of x, y, z, p and q ;
we can express any two of them in terms of the third and of
quantities explicitly independent of them.. When these values are
substituted in the differential, equation, the latter will contain one
set of terms involving this second differential coefficient of the
dependent variable and another set not involving it ; and the
equation is to be satisfied identically without regard to this
differential coefficient. Now since F = 0, we have
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